Spak 2009

Online ordering and online payment only. The phone is off for now. After ordering, you will
receive a rough order completion time. Then a text alert when your food is ready to pick up.
Some info regarding the crazy amount of orders we've received in the last couple of days:.
Please be advised of the estimated wait time before placing your order. Due to record volume
we have long ticket times for most of the night. We are doing everything in our power to make
the estimates as accurate as possible, but sometimes it will fluctuate. We appreciate your
patience. You will receive a text message when your order is actually ready to be picked up at
our front window. Quick note, Vegan cheese on pizzas is in the toppings menu. Thanks for
being so cool during these crazy times. Order Online Here! We also have gift cards available If
that's how you like to get down. Spak Brothers is committed to offering food that is local,
sustainable, and healthy whenever possible. Our vegan cheese contains no casien. We use only
unbleached, umbromated flour, and there are no refined sugars in our sauce or dough. Some
info regarding the crazy amount of orders we've received in the last couple of days: 1.
Instagram Twitter Facebook. The first generation of Daewoo Matiz was launched in , replacing
the Daewoo Tico. Since the transition, the vehicle has increasingly been marketed under the
Chevrolet badge. The second generation model was introduced by GM Korea in , with the third
generation launched in The production of Daewoo Matiz started in and it was sold in South
Korea and many European markets with the code name M The exterior design is based on the
Lucciola, a Fiat Cinquecento concept by Fabrizio Giugiaro at Italdesign which had been rejected
by Fiat. The car became the best selling Daewoo model in Europe and in India for the next four
years. It was developed on the basis of the Daewoo Tico , version under license of the Suzuki
Alto , with which both Tico and Matiz share mechanics and suspensions. From this origin
derives its characteristic narrow width, imposed by the Japanese kei car tax category. The Matiz
was originally launched with just a 0. The Tickford connection was acknowledged in the
brochures distributed in UK showrooms. It was released mainly with three trim levels: E, S and
SE. The latter had air conditioning, wheel covers, body-colored bumpers, rear spoiler, fog lights
and a stereo, with optional features such as roof rails, power steering, central locking, electric
front windows, ABS and driver airbag. This facelift was designed at Daewoo's Worthing
Technical Centre in England and introduced in South Korea in late , and exported from The
front-end structure was modified to accommodate a four-cylinder engine, although the
introduction of this engine, the 1. The car was launched to the Russian market as the Ravon
Matiz in but discontinued soon. In China the car was sold as the Chevrolet Lechi. It remained in
production until , when an updated version was introduced as the Baojun Lechi. It is to be
offered under both Chevrolet and Baojun brands during a transition period. It featured a range
of two petrol engines , which had the following specifications:. The Chery QQ3 , then known as
the Chery QQ , became the center of an industrial copyright and intellectual rights controversy,
as General Motors claimed the car was a copy of the Daewoo Matiz. GM executives
demonstrated the extent of the design duplication, noting for example that the doors of the QQ
and those of the Spark are interchangeable [14] without modification. GM China Group indicated
the two vehicles "shared remarkably identical body structure, exterior design, interior design
and key components" [14] MotorAuthority. The Detroit News reported that "the dispute reflects
the confusion, risks and ambitions in China's new auto industry, where global carmakers are
battling pugnacious upstarts for a piece of what may become the world's largest auto market.
The upper body was significantly revised based again on a design from Italdesign Giugiaro , the
S-Tec engines were updated and the car's drag coefficient was lowered, resulting in better fuel
economy. The interior was also significantly revised, one notable feature of this car being its
centre-mounted instrument cluster. The platform was also revised, with a twist-beam rear
suspension system replacing the previous 3-link beam axle, and the front suspension making
use of cast, rather than pressed and fabricated, lower control arms. It was sold in over 2. Euro
NCAP test results for a 5-door hatchback variant on a registration:. The redesigned Matiz
codenamed M was launched in and is based on the Chevrolet Beat concept car. Although sold
globally as the Chevrolet Spark, in India this model retains the Beat name from the concept car,
as the second generation Spark continues to be sold in this market. Prior to the elimination of
the Daewoo marque in South Korea, the third generation Spark was marketed as the Daewoo
Matiz Creative. This marque was less successful than the previous models. The Beat is a front
drive, three-door hatchback concept, derived from the Daewoo Kalos. It is powered by a 1. The
Beat concept sports a Vertigo Green exterior paint job with the same hue carried over to parts
of the interior. Its profile is high at the rear and tapering down evenly to the front of the grille.
Headlights that appear to extend all the way from the base of the grille to the base of the
windshield are LED -type. Twin taillights that extend upward to the back-up lights are also LEDs.
The production version was announced at the North American International Auto Show, but
only the Beat concept was shown at the time. It was discontinued in February The United States

version of the Chevrolet Spark went into production on April 16, , and arrived in dealerships in
August Industry sources have commented on the ongoing reliability issues with the Jatco CVT
transmissions. The Spark was the fastest selling car in the United States for July , with just 6
days from when they arrived at dealers to when they were sold. The first facelift was revealed at
the Paris Motor Show. The facelift feature a redesigned dual-port grille and front bumper as well
as restyled headlamp covers and foglamps. The first facelift model was launched in India in
February General Motors launched the diesel version of Chevrolet Beat in the Indian auto
market on July 25, The 1. The engine is based on the Fiat Multijet diesel technology. A four-door
sedan version was unveiled at the Auto Expo in India as the Chevrolet Essentia as a
near-production prototype. The concept version was showcased at the Auto Expo in India, [45]
however the production version was never sold in India as GM pulled out from the market. The
production version is available in several Latin American markets starting from The Domino's
DXP short for "Delivery eXPert" is a Spark customized by Roush Performance for Domino's
Pizza , based on the mid-level 1LT trim of the Spark, where it was converted to a revival of a
canopy express vehicle which was popular from the s to the s. For this car, the front and rear
passenger seats are removed and replaced with storage compartments that can carry 80 pizzas,
two 2-liter bottles of soda, and dipping sauces. The left rear passenger door is converted into a
warming oven that can only be unlocked with the key fob or a button within the driver's door
frame. The Spark's Chevrolet front grille is replaced with a custom-made black front grille with
the "Domino's" logo, as well as a custom lower body kit, and all DXP cars have a custom
Domino's -themed vinyl wrap with a lighted Domino's roof topper. Production is limited to less
than units and once each car reaches , miles, it will be retired and returned to Roush, where it
will be restored to stock form and sold as a used Spark all four factory seatbelts and airbags are
left fully intact, and covered by plastic panels. The situation has resulted in threatened legal
action by a Domino's franchisee. The Spark EV was a limited production 5-door hatchback
battery electric vehicle produced by Chevrolet in â€” Spark EV was a compliance car
specifically designed to meet the government mandate on automobile manufacturers to
increase the penetration of electric automobiles into the fleet of all operating vehicles on the
road in certain US states, but was not intended for broad adoption in the broader US market, nor
produced and sold in quantities that would meet demand for such vehicles in the open market
where no such government rules exist. In October , General Motors announced the planned
production of the Chevrolet Spark EV , an all-electric version of the third-generation Chevrolet
Spark, with availability limited to select markets. Within the framework of GM's vehicle
electrification strategy, [64] the Spark EV was the first all-electric passenger car marketed by
General Motors in the U. The electric car was initially powered by a The drive ratio was also
changed from 3. It went on sale in the fourth quarter of In North America, the Spark is powered
by a 1. The Korean domestic version uses a 1. The Spark was launched for the Mexican market
in November 4, , as a model and only offered in the LT and LTZ trim lines, both of them powered
by a 1. In , for the model year, the Spark received a mid-cycle facelift. Changes for the Spark
include a new third-generation MyLink infotainment system, revised exterior styling cues, the
addition of low-speed autonomous emergency braking AEB on selected models, and new
exterior color options. In the United States, the facelifted Spark went on sale in the third quarter
of as an early model year vehicle. In India, it was launched in as the Daewoo Matiz. In the
Philippines , the Matiz was available during the years â€” through the grey market. In , it was
released under the name Chevrolet Spark. In Pakistan , the car was initially introduced as
Chevrolet Exclusive in From â€” it was manufactured by Nexus Automotive under the name
Chevrolet Joy , which has now been replaced by the newer M series and is currently sold as the
Chevrolet Spark. In Taiwan , the Matiz was sold under the Formosa brand between and From
until , the Matiz was sold in Europe under the Daewoo badge. At the beginning of , FSO began
marketing the Matiz under their own brand. In Mexico, the Matiz was introduced to the market in
The model was renamed to Pontiac Matiz G2. It was also sold as Pontiac Matiz and Pontiac G2.
The Pontiac G2 was discontinued in Mexico after a short run of models as the brand was closed
by General Motors. The new version was officially launched as the Chevrolet Spark in August ,
and the Matiz continues to be sold alongside the Spark. An Mbased vehicle is currently in
production in Brazil as a replacement for the Chevrolet Celta. In Colombia , the Matiz was
imported by Daewoo distributors between and and then GM Colmotores began to assemble and
sell it branded as Chevrolet Spark. In Argentina , the first generation was sold as the Daewoo
Matiz through Daewoo importers. The second generation was sold as Chevrolet Spark through
Chevrolet dealers. Since , the third generation is available. In Paraguay , it was initially sold as
Daewoo Matiz, but from , it is sold through Chevrolet dealers. It includes a unique exterior body
kit, interior accent trim panels, unique fifteen-inch 15" aluminum-alloy wheels with dark
gray-painted accents, and side-mounted roof rails that can accommodate accessory roof racks.

For that price, the base Spark does not include air conditioning, and comes with a manual
transmission. The second generation Spark is still sold, though branded as a 'Spark Lite'. In Iran
, the Matiz was produced first imported and later assembled and known as Daewoo Matiz. Sales
commenced in February , with two specifications launched. The LS was the base specification,
which features steel wheels, central locking as well as Holden's MyLink infotainment system.
Although, it continued to be sold in New Zealand until the demise of the Holden brand in From
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Chevrolet Spark. Current Chevrolet Cadillac. Monte Carlo. Sports car. Sold as a Police Pursuit
Vehicle. City car. Lacetti Premiere. Royale Series. Polonez Kombi. Compact MPV. Mini SUV.
Compact SUV. Winstorm MaXX. Mid-size SUV. Grand Am. Grand Prix. Station wagon. Mid-size
crossover. Montana SV6. Personal luxury. Barina Spark MJ. Barina SB. Barina XC. Barina TK.
Barina TM. Astra LD. Nova LG. Astra TR. Astra TS. Viva JF. Astra Sedan BL. Torana HB. Gemini
RB. Astra AH. Volt EV. Astra PJ. Astra BK. Vectra ZC. Epica EP. Malibu EM. Insignia GA. Tigra
XC. Piazza YB. Calibra YE. Cascada CJ. Rodeo KB. Rodeo TF. Colorado RG. Scurry NB. Combo
SB. Combo XC. Panel van FJ. Shuttle WFR. Zafira TT. Subcompact SUV. Drover QB. Cruze YG.
Trax TJ. Frontera UT. Frontera UE. Equinox EQ. Acadia AC. Jackaroo UBS Full-size SUV.
Suburban K8. Cars Astra Commodore. Photograph of Doctor Cedric W. Cedric W. Spak has

almost 20 years of experience caring for patients with a wide variety of infectious diseases
marked by high complexity and severity. He is a nationally recognized specialist in transplant
infectious diseases, in addition to having extensive experience in clinical infectious diseases,
bone and joint infections and HIV. Spak earned a BA in history from Rice University in Prior to
medical school he spent a year at Wirtschaftsuniversitaet Wien in Vienna, Austria where he
studied German. He attended the University of Washington in Seattle for his fellowship in
Infectious Diseases, where he also received the prestigious K30 NIH grant to pursue an
additional year of training in Transplant Infectious Diseases and Virology. In addition to his
clinics, Dr. He has been voted as one of D Magazine's "Top Doctors" almost every year since
Additionally, Dr. Spak has served over 40 times as either primary investigator or
sub-investigator on clinical research trials. He makes frequent DFW television appearances as a
medical expert. He is fluent in Spanish, Polish and German. Spak sees patients at the hospitals
listed below. Click below to schedule an appointment. Contact these divisions for more
information. View Dr. Where he discusses the evolution, diagnosis criteria, and some major risk
factors of this unique condition. Patients can be scheduled in Dallas or Fort Worth using either
the Dallas office phone number Office information is below. All Rights Reserved. Trademarks
and logos of external sources owned by their respective sources. Home Biography Hospitals
Offices Contact. Spak is recognized in his field where he has contributed to clinical research in
transplant infections as well as HIV. Featured in. Hospitals Dr. YouTube View Dr. More
Appearances. Dallas Office -. Contact Details. Fort Worth Office -. Main Links home biography.
Locations hospitals offices contact. Social Media. We've highlighted the actors starring in
multiple movies and shows nominated for Golden Globes in Watch the video. See the full
gallery. Search for " Star Trek " on Amazon. On the day of James T. Kirk's birth, his father dies
on his damaged starship in a last stand against a Romulan mining vessel looking for
Ambassador Spock, who in this time, has grown on Vulcan disdained by his neighbors for his
half-human heritage. Kirk has grown into a young rebellious troublemaker. Challenged by
Captain Christopher Pike to realize his potential in Starfleet, he comes to annoy academy
instructors like Commander Spock. Together, this crew will have an adventure in the final
frontier where the old legend is altered forever as a new version of the legend begins. Written by
Paramount Pictures. As with many things, JJ seems to have missed out on understanding what
Star Trek is about. Very disappointed but this is markedly better than its sequel Sign In. Get a
sneak peek of the new version of this page. Keep track of everything you watch; tell your
friends. Full Cast and Crew. Release Dates. Official Sites. Company Credits. Technical Specs.
Plot Summary. Plot Keywords. Parents Guide. External Sites. User Reviews. User Ratings.
External Reviews. Metacritic Reviews. Photo Gallery. Trailers and Videos. Crazy Credits.
Alternate Versions. Rate This. The brash James T. Kirk tries to live up to his father's legacy with
Mr. Spock keeping him in check as a vengeful Romulan from the future creates black holes to
destroy the Federation one planet at a time. Director: J. Added to Watchlist. From metacritic.
Oscar-Winning Movies Available on Prime. Watched in Films gezien Related Items. Share this
Rating Title: Star Trek 7. Use the HTML below. You must be a registered user to use the IMDb
rating plugin. Weapons Unleashed! Won 1 Oscar. Edit Cast Cast overview, first billed only:
Chris Pine Kirk Zachary Quinto Spock Leonard Nimoy Spock Prime Eric Bana Nero Bruce
Greenwood Pike Karl Urban Bones Zoe Saldana Scotty John Cho Sulu Anton Yelchin Chekov
Ben Cross Sarek Winona Ryder Amanda Grayson Chris Hemsworth George Kirk Jennifer
Morrison Winona Kirk Rachel Nichols Edit Storyline On the day of James T. Taglines: The future
begins. Edit Did You Know? Trivia A shuttlecraft before Starfleet deploys the rescue starships is
seen with the name Moore. It is clearly spherical in the shot of Captain Robau's shuttle leaving
the shuttle bay. Quotes [ first lines ] Communication Operator : U. Kelvin, go for Starfleet Base.
Kelvin Crew Member : Starfleet Base, we've sent you a transmission. Did you receive? Starfleet
Base : Kelvin, have you double-checked those readings? Kelvin Crew Member : Our
gravitational sensors are going crazy here. You should see this. It looks like a lightning storm.
Starfleet Base : What you've sent us doesn't seem possible. Kelvin Crew Member : Yes ma'am. I
understand. That's why we sent it. Crazy Credits After the closing credits, the sound of the
Enterprise is heard one more time. Was this review helpful to you? Yes No Report this. Q: How
old is James Kirk in this movie? Q: Is anyone from the original "Star Trek" franchise featured in
this film? Country: USA Germany. Language: English. Runtime: min. Color: Color. Edit page.
Clear your history. Amanda Grayson. We've highlighted the actors starring in multiple movies
and shows nominated for Golden Globes in Watch the video. See the full gallery. Search for "
Sparks " on Amazon. Not only was it the best of the bunch, but had it been longer, it would have
been indistinguishable from a pro film and good enough to be released. Totally professional
look and feel. Also it gave an excuse for Carla to sing rock and roll and Joseph to play drums as
he did on Saturday Night Live as well as direct. The film is based on a short story by Elmore

Leonard, and Stoltz is an insurance investigator looking into the suspicious circumstances
surrounding Carla's mansion burning down. Scenarios and theories go back and forth in a
battle of wits in a modern-day film noir. As I said in the summary, it's a strange but fun film.
Sign In. Get a
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sneak peek of the new version of this page. Keep track of everything you watch; tell your
friends. Full Cast and Crew. Release Dates. Official Sites. Company Credits. Technical Specs.
Plot Summary. Plot Keywords. Parents Guide. External Sites. User Reviews. User Ratings.
External Reviews. Metacritic Reviews. Photo Gallery. Trailers and Videos. Crazy Credits.
Alternate Versions. Rate This. Director: Joseph Gordon-Levitt. Added to Watchlist. Plex want
list. Shorts I've Seen. Shorts - To See. Related Items. Share this Rating Title: Sparks 6. Use the
HTML below. You must be a registered user to use the IMDb rating plugin. Photos Add Image
Add an image Do you have any images for this title? Edit Cast Credited cast: Carla Gugino
Robin Eric Stoltz Joseph Rest of cast listed alphabetically: Xander Berkeley Sid Harris Elizabeth
Clemmons Canavan's wife Milo Eriksen Was this review helpful to you? Yes No Report this.
Language: English. Color: Color. Edit page. Clear your history. Canavan's wife.

